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 Displaying peace under great pressure, she under no circumstances
pretends to really have the answers as she navigates unfamiliar waters
while also dealing with her own medical issues, economic uncertainty,
and even more. She finds power in her faith, family, close friends, and
the kindness of strangers. Armed with faith, humor, and a history of
spiritual victories, Candy demonstrates how she actually is loving her
method through the mind-maze that could steal her hubby of four
decades.I've Hardly ever Loved Him More is definitely one wife’s story
of what this means to live out her vows, “in sickness and in wellness.”
As her husband’s caregiver in his struggle with Alzheimer’s, this story
needs the reader through discovery, acceptance, adjustment, and battle
against the ravages of what's often regarded as a soul-crushing disease.
She engages Scripture, prayer, and spiritual support to combat this
disease, weapons that may inspire other people who are fighting chronic
illnesses. Definately not depressing, this is a worthwhile, helpful read
for anybody struggling with anything.
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A true testimony of like.. In a desire for honesty, Candy sometimes
shares more intimate details than I wish to know, yet her relational
details also create a warm picture of the partnership she and her spouse
knew, adding to the sadness of her loss. The first one I read and also
have to say that I experienced as though I was walking during your life
with you. I needed to read it 1st to see if it will be appropriate for a
pal of mine who possessed a quilt shop in Fruitland but got to
eventually close it because of her personal husband's advancing
Alzheimer's. I knew as I read through it that it was written with like
and a candor that anyone who found themselves for the reason that care
giving placement with someone they had loved and resided with for years
would find it easy to relate to and inspirational at the same time. You
have a gift with words.. Having been through this disease with my father
and now an excellent friend, I feel such as this book helped me accept
the disease and look for the best in my situations.of course, most of us
already know that, but now you have a testimony that should be shared.
Like unique needs children, I believe that God only places them in the
treatment of those parents who He understands will be able to give them
the love and knowing that they need. I believe that Drew's Alzheimer's,
although I understand it has been a burden for you personally, was a
burden that God understood He would give you the grace and courage to
take care of. God needed that tale to find out and He understood which
of his children would be able not just to cope with it but would also
have the ability to put it into words to help so numerous others. And I
thank you for hearing God's prodding to create the testimony that comes
from you trials with Drew. Really worth the money. That's not to say it
isn't helpful. It really is, on many levels. ESSENTIAL READ FOR 2017 I
purchased the Kindle edition of this publication and gave the paperback
to my husband to read. She never pretends to really have the answers as
she navigates through unfamiliar waters while she also deals with her
own health issues, monetary uncertainty, and more. She finds power in
her faith, family members, friends, and the kindness of strangers. A
worthwhile, helpful read for anybody struggling with anything. Love in
as soon as From the initial "subtle changes" in Drew's memory which led
husband and wife in to the deepening journey of Alzheimer's, author
Candy Abbott has dared to share an intimate view of this horrible
disease. Drawn from diary entries, Candy invites us inside her life, to
watch from shore with her, as her hubby drifts away on Alzheimer's
stream. Abbott, unique for me personally is not the open and honest
posting of details and feelings. Yes, the transparency of the disease's
influence on their 40+ 12 months marriage is a strong feature of this
book. However, as a pastor so when the son of an excellent mother who
walked a similar road, I've known Alzheimer's and dementia from many
perspectives. I possibly could not put this down as the writer took us
through this remarkable journey at a pace of thrilling twists and bends.
Without glossing on the anger, frustration, fears and a "what if we had



done this, not really that" question provided early in the reserve,
Drew's wife discovers the light which God always keeps out to us in your
darkest moments. Such discovery is not any easy thing actually for a
person of deep faith. Candy's attentive sharing and obvious writing
skills assure that readers too, will be blessed by their very own
discoveries because they enter this story of "love in the moment. My
mother may be the principal care-giver for my grandmother. After reading
the first two chapters,I understood I had to purchase a copy for her to
read asap! I've not really walked this street. My most challenging trip
has been dealing with foster kids with early childhood trauma. I must
say I found Candy Abbott's vulnerability useful and inspiring, and her
humor refreshing. Such an excellent read for anyone whose home is not
any longer a location to refresh, but filled up with daily challenges to
show patience, kind, and loving above and beyond the typical. What keeps
the reader’s interest is Candy’s ability to unashamedly reveal to us all
areas of their relationship. Well crafted. Unconditional Love This book
was a genuine testimonial of the term "unconditional love". Inspiring.
Insightful. Honest and excellent accounts. Superb and honest account..
Well worth reading "I've By no means Loved Him More" isn't a pity party
or a how-to/ self help manual. Candy Abbott honestly shares the problems
she faces as her husband grapples with Alzheimer's disease. Candy Abbot
has captured the moment that each mature (aka senior citizen) American
loathes to hear -- that their spouse offers Alzheimer Disease. Her
Spirit-led response to her husband's illness is an motivation to all
who've had or will need to put their lives on hold to satisfy their "in
sickness and in health" vow. Her title, I've Never Loved Him Even more,
is a true statement, as in I Corinthians 13, patience is the first word
in the list for the definition of love.. I also could relate to this
book on another level.. I have under no circumstances met Drew- but I
love him too! A must-read for anyone dealing with someone you care about
with Alzheimer's. She led me in, with her humor and prayers, her strong
faith and deep, true love.and Candy also! What therefore makes this
reserve unique for me personally and I believe, particularly insightful
for all, may be the sense of hope and possibility found within its web
pages. I adored how I was drawn to their romantic relationship and
shared the knowledge. I smiled even more reading about this devastating
illness from a wife who loves well, than from many non-fiction books on
current topics I have read this year. This book has been an
encouragement if you ask me as I navigate through some murky waters
myself. Honest. It was not only educational, funny, and
heartwarming...but gave great insight in the trials and tribulations of
care-givers." A Glimpse in to the Painful with Humor that Encourages and
Inspires I made a decision to read this book before I move it along to
my pal whose husband is declining from Alzheimer's disease. Many of the
scenarios in the publication reminded me of my mothers household. I'm
nearly finished. . Candy's transparency and honesty are refreshing and



her outlook on like is a thing that we should all shoot for at any time
of year in our marriage. Five Stars Therefore blessed by this I bought
it for a friend. Daily tasks once handled by Drew gradually become
Candy’s responsibility as Drew’s memory and cognitive functioning slip
away. Candy did a fantastic work of sharing Drew's story. An incredible
picture of love I've always been one to stay away from books and movies
about debilitating or terminal illness. A Caregiver's How-To This was a
very inspiring read for anybody caring for a loved one. But having said
that, Candy's book "I've Never Loved Him More," is amazing and a
publication I not only adored but that also touched my soul. Where the
focus of equivalent literature is typically sad and oftentimes downright
tragic, I did so not discover this at all in Candy's book. Now we are
able to say that we've seen it, through Candy's face-to-face. This book
truly is for everyone. As a nurse, I spent over eight years employed in
long-term care facilities. Many thanks for sharing your journey.
Basically, I'm not a "Laptop" or "Walk to Remember" fan. Candy
abundantly exhibits patience and like toward her husband's regular,
repetitious questions, as well as toward his fears and worries. Wading
through the chronicled days and nights of Drew, Candy’s hubby, asking
many questions again and again, each one was fulfilled with loving
responses. Yes, the author goes through occasions of frustration. Yes,
she deals with all of the things she never really had to deal with
before - all the bills, business decisions, and the like, but this book
brings you inside their house, inside her head and right to her heart.
She is honest atlanta divorce attorneys way. She makes up about many
things like the confusion of her beloved spouse along with the second by
second breathtaking moments of such things like a sunset.. I fell in
love with both, Candy and Drew. A Fantastic Read It is extremely rare to
learn an author who is able to write narrative in a diary structure and,
at the same time, allow the characters, inside the narrative, to express
their thoughts and feelings through dialogue. In her publication, I
Never Loved You Even more, the author, Candy Abbott, has achieved this
task. Candy Abbott is normally one particular rare gifted authors who
make her diary entries more true to the reader, through dialogue with
her hubby, Drew, family, her support group, their pastor and their
doctors as Candy takes us through almost five years of the trip she and
Drew share together as Drew progresses deeper into Alzheimer’s. From the
start of the journey, Candy allows us to observe she and Drew as
individuals and as a couple even though Drew’s neurodegenerative disease
robs him of storage, ability to learn, cause, make good judgment calls,
communicate clearly, and perform daily activities. This publication also
gives the gift of insight to anyone who's a pal to or is in a supportive
part to a caregiver of one with Alzheimer's. As nurses, we have to
remember that individuals are not defined by their medical diagnosis and
that all has their own unique story! True Title Candy Abbott's latest
book details her husband's gradual decline from Alzheimer's, journeying



from his pre-condition state, to a current point in their lives. Why is
their story, as presented by Mrs. I purchased 2 copies of your book off
Amazon. This will certainly be on your "must examine" list for 2017.
From Sunrise to Sunset When I picked up this book, I was invited inside
this relationship. Not unlike the Alzheimer's individual it is
describing, the reserve contains some repetitive materials, but that is
understandable, because the days and occasions in their lives do it
again, themselves, again and again and over. This is really worth
reading and powerful because of her frankness and openness in describing
her experience and love. Instead, I found hope and a genuine picture of
unconditional love that few ever knowledge or even understand. I would
recommend healthcare experts read this book to be able to gain a better
knowledge of family dynamics associated with Alzheimer's. Candy's book
is a useful and intimate appear at Alzheimer's for those folks blessed
to only know it by name and status. Candy's story offers lessons to all
or any who read regardless of the challenges they're facing. This is
really worth reading and effective thanks to her frankness and openness
in describing her experience and love.
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